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NETWORK MOVEMENTS
Keep Up with Current Trends and Rajant Innovation
Our monthly newsletter keeps you updated on the latest innovation and happenings at Rajant and in the industries we serve.

IN THE SPOTLIGHT
How Wireless Comms Can Covertly Keep
the Public Safe at Major Events
Written by Rajant Corporation

To have an effective security plan for any large-scale event, you have
to guarantee a fail-proof network to ensure a securely encrypted
operation.

When preparing for a large-scale event, protecting the public
is the top priority for everyone involved.
Taking extra measures to ensure the public’s safety is not
commonplace, as many incidents all too recently have...
READ MORE

HAVE YOU READ?
A Security Network Fit for Royalty – How
Kinetic Mesh Guaranteed Security at the
Royal Weddings
Written by Chris Mason, VP of Sales, EMEA at Rajant Corporation

In the run-up to Prince Harry and Meghan Markle’s
much-anticipated royal wedding, the local Thames Valley
Police (TVP) force knew that it had to make this high-profile
event as secure as possible. For this one day, six hundred
guests were asked to attend the church, 2,640 members of
the public were invited to watch from the Windsor Castle
grounds, and the police prepared for more than 100,000...
READ MORE

NOT TO BE MISSED
Unleash the Full Potential of Warehouse
Automation
Written by Chris Wall, Director of Sales at Rajant Corporation

To take advantage of the benefits of warehouse automation,
businesses must install secure and fail-proof industrial
wireless networks. Here, Chris Wall of Rajant Corporation,
explores a new form of industrial networking that
revolutionizes the way automated machines operate.
As technology advances, so does the need for faster
connectivity networks and communications worldwide...
READ MORE

MEET THE TEAM
Julie Buckner
Director, Human Resources
& Recruiting
Where did you work before Rajant
and what attracted you to Rajant?
Prior to Rajant, I had a 20+ year career
in HR and executive search within
commercial real estate, property
management, construction, and
hospitality. In early 2020, when covid severely impacted those industries,
I was excited to find an opportunity at an essential company with steady
growth that was gearing up for another major growth spurt.
What is a typical day like for you at Rajant?
There isn’t a typical day. Because Rajant has grown so fast, I was given
several structural challenges, such as organize the candidate
experience, create a culture guide and intranet, streamline the
onboarding process, assist with employee relations, conduct audits,
review policies, handle all recruiting with different hiring managers,
coordinate with our benefits/health and wellness partner, and more.
What do you like most about your job?

I love the pace, variety, and I’ve been able to get to know the people
and personalities I work with. I’m so impressed with the resources and
capabilities Rajant has, which make my job easier to represent.
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What do you like to do when you aren’t working?
In my free time, you’ll find me decorating and staging houses. I have a
small hobby/side business I enjoy whenever I can. I’ve done decorator
showhouse fundraisers, work with real estate agents to ready properties
for photos, and taken private decorating clients by referral.
Who is someone you really admire and why?
I was raised by my grandmother who was the most wonderful example of
unconditional love and support. She cared about issues that mattered to
me, stayed current, took classes, and remained active. Since she
passed, I’ve often felt very alone in the world and come to value and
admire seniors. I appreciate their wisdom, experience, and how relaxed
they are. I hope I age as gracefully and that I, too, can be a lifelong
learner to best support my kids and future grandkids.
What is the best advice you’ve ever heard?
From the book The Four Agreements: one, be impeccable with your
word; two, don’t take anything personal; three, don’t make assumptions;
and four, always do your best.

I thrive on solving problems and finding solutions to make things more
efficient and that’s what my role requires. To not only be reactive, but to
strategize and plan, create structure, and start as we mean to go on.
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WHERE NEXT?

TIME TO RECOGNIZE

Rajant Ranked One of the Philadelphia
Region’s “Top Workplaces of 2021”
Rajant has been named one of The Philadelphia Inquirer’s “Top
Workplaces of 2021”. The selection process is based on
anonymous employee answers to 24 survey questions centering
on company policies, procedures, and culture.
Greater Philadelphia entities earning the distinction in this 12th
annual program are categorized by staff size. According to
Energage, the company administering the survey, “Earning the
designation as a ‘Top Workplace’ signifies an organization’s
commitment to developing and sustaining a culture that...

WHAT: IAFC Hazmat Conference 2021
WHEN: June 22 - 24, 2021
WHERE: Virtual
Virtual Hazmat 2021 will host a library of 30+ hours of
educational content. Miss a session from the live stream?
Recordings of all sessions from the Virtual Hazmat Conference
will be available for registered attendees to watch on-demand for
a year! The session archive will be updated daily as recordings
are prepared for re-broadcast, and will be available for a year.
Learning is timeless—enjoy the sessions at your own pace.
REGISTER

READ MORE
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